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The First Thousand Words Worksheets and Tests

Tests

The First Thousand Words Test 1

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

add    advised    about    accident    acted    
accepted    action    address    afternoon
   advertisement

It is _______ two o'clock.1.
The girl __________ the prize from the Principal.2.
One of the students was hurt yesterday in a bicycle _________.3.
Do you know who ________ in the film Mission Impossible II?4.
Superman is a man of    _________.5.
I like to _______sugar to my breakfast cereal.6.
My _________ is 23 brown Street, Warkworth.7.
She bought a new computer after she saw the ___________ for
20% off.

8.

The teacher _________ the students to wear coats because it was
very cold and wet outside.

9.

We go to school in the morning and leave school in the
____________.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 2

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

again    agreed    air    always    age    
allowed    alone    almost    also    amount

If you don't pass this test you will have to do it ________ after
school.

1.

Mrs. Matthews wouldn't tell the students her _____ because she is
very old.

2.

Soo Hyun ______ to do Jung Chul's homework for him if he bought
her an ice-cream.

3.

This carton is nearly empty, there is only a small ________of milk in
it.

4.
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Twelve o'clock    is _______ time for lunch.5.
He doesn't have any friends at this school so he is always ________.6.
We breathe ________.7.
Students are not ________ to smoke in school.8.
Darwin    _______ wanted to use the computer.9.
Mrs. Matthews ________ gives us homework.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 3

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

amused    angry    animal    answer    appear    
argued    arm    army    ashamed    asked    

A lion is an __________.1.
Fish don't have ______ they have fins and tails.2.
The teacher asked Yoon mi to _________ the question.3.
The boy _________with the teacher4.
The students laughed because they were ________ by the boy's
behaviour.

5.

The teacher didn't laugh because she was ________.6.
The family waited at the airport for their bags and were very upset
when they didn't ___________.

7.

The boy stole a CD but later he was ________ of his behaviour.8.
A soldier is a person who is in the _______.9.
She ______ her mother for some money to buy some new jeans.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 4    

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

asleep    attacked    attention    aunt    autumn
   
awake    away    baby    back    back

Her uncle and _______ came to visit.1.
The big dog ________ the boy.2.
The piece of paper was dirty so the girl threw it ________.3.
The baby is in the bedroom, he is _________.4.
If you want to learn English you must pay __________ in class.5.
A child aged between 0 and 2 years is a _______.6.
_________ is one of the four seasons.7.
There is a door at the _____ of the room.8.
Soo Hyun forgot her bag and she had to go ______ to her classroom
to get it.

9.
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The baby isn't asleep, he is _______.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 5

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

bad    bag    ball    banana    bank    
basket    baths    beautiful    became    bed

The actress was very ____________.1.
He ________ rich when he won Lotto.2.
A student who never does her homework is a ________ student.3.
A ________ is a yellow fruit.4.
Most people keep their money in a _______5.
You sleep in a _________6.
They couldn't play basketball because they didn't have a _______.7.
Most New Zealand houses have showers and _________.8.
The little boy put his toys in a large ___________.9.
Students keep their books in a _________.10.

Test 6    The First Thousand Words    51-60

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

beer    begins    beginning    behaved
   behaviour    
believe    bellbend    a bend    best

The teacher was angry because the students were very noisy and
their    _________ was terrible.

1.

_________ is drink that has alcohol in it.2.
The _______ rings at the end of the lesson.3.
School _______ at eight forty.4.
Some people ________ in God but other people don't.5.
The teacher told the class to turn to the _________ of the book.6.
Don't use this ruler, it isn't straight, it has a _______ in it.7.
The students were told they could go home ten minutes early
because they had __________ so well.

8.

If you want to sit down you have to _______ your knees.9.
The student who comes top in the test is the _______ student.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 7

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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better    bicycle    big    birds    birth    
bit    bitter    black    blanket    blood

He doesn't walk to school, he rides his __________.1.
The medicine wasn't very nice, it tasted ___________.2.
Tokyo isn't a small city, it's a _______ city.3.
The woman gave ______ to a baby boy.4.
Jung Chul's hair is ________.5.
I like this book    ______ than the one we read yesterday.6.
Eagles and seagulls are both types of _________.7.
When it is very cold at night you put more ________ on your bed to
help you keep warm.

8.

The dog _______ the girl on her leg.9.
If you cut your finger    _________ will come out.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 8

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

blowing    blue    board    boat    bodies    
boils    bombs    bones    books    born

Mrs. Matthews has a _______ and goes sailing at the weekends.1.
When you turn the kettle on the water ________.2.
People wear clothes to keep their _________ warm.3.
It is very windy today, you can see the wind _______ the trees.4.
In a war airplanes drop _______ on people and cities.5.
The sky is _______.6.
Joo Hyun fell over and broke two _______s in his left arm.7.
Today's notices are on the notice ________.8.
Mrs. Matthews was _______ a very long time ago.9.
Soo Hyun likes reading _______.10.

Test 9    The First Thousand Words

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

bottles    bottom    box    boy    branches    
brave    bread    broke    breathe    bridge

The trees outside have lots of _________.1.
You can buy Coke in cans or ___________.2.
The girl was very ______ when she pulled the child of the road.3.
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The tissues are in a _____ on the desk.4.
Sandwiches are made with _________.5.
Jin Ju is a girl but Xiye is a ________.6.
He rode his bicycle to the _______ of the hill.7.
The glass _______ when he dropped it on the floor.8.
We _______ about seventy times a minute.9.
There is only one _______ over the harbour in Auckland.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 10

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

bright    bring    brother    brown    brushed    
brush    bucket    Buddhism    building    built

Orange is a _________ colour.1.
Tree trunks are ________.2.
______________ is an important world religion.3.
Some students always forget to _______ their books to school,4.
She _________ her hair before going to bed.5.
Darwin and Canna are _______ and sister.6.
They are________ a new motorway to Puhoi.7.
She used a _______ to clean her shoes.8.
Many houses in New Zealand are ________ of wood.9.
He filled the ________ with water so that he could clean the car.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 11

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

burned    buried    bus    business    busy    
buy    called    calm    camera    captain

Teachers shouldn't be angry they should be __________.1.
The baby _______ his hand when he touched the fire.2.
Mrs. Matthews has a lot of work to do, she is very ________.3.
He doesn't come to school by car he comes by _________.4.
When her cat died she _________ him in the garden.5.
He owned a factory in Korea but he started a new ________ when
he came to New Zealand.

6.

Mrs. Mathews' son is _______ John William.7.
He took lots of photographs with his new ___________.8.
You can ______ bread at the supermarket of the bakery.9.
The boss of a ship is the ____________.10.
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The First Thousand Words Test 12

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

cars    card    carefully    careless    carry    
carts    cats    catch    caused    certain

The teacher told the students that his work was untidy and asked
him to write _________ next time.

1.

People used to travel in ________ pulled by horses.2.
Most teachers drive to school in ________.3.
The box was so heavy that Kent couldn't ________ it.4.
Yoon mi sent Soo Hyun a birthday ________.5.
Jin Ju threw the Twink at Joo Hyun but he didn't _______ it and it hit
Mrs. Matthews.

6.

Darwin is always losing things because he is so _________.7.
Dogs often fight with _________.8.
The principal told the students that they had to be back at school by
a _______ time.

9.

The policeman asked what had ______ the accident.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 13

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

chalk     chance     changed     change    cheap
cheque     chicken     children     chosen
    Christian

The shop assistant gave me _________ when I gave him twenty
dollars.

1.

She paid for her shopping by ___________.2.
You use _______ to write on a blackboard.3.
We had _________ for dinner last night.4.
Jung Chul is singing in the competition and he has a good
_________ of winning.

5.

Some students at our school are Muslim, Buddhist or Sikh but most
are ___________.

6.

His shirt was dirty so he ________ it for a clean one.7.
The bicycle wasn't expensive, it was _________.8.
Joo Hyun has been ________ to play for the basketball team.9.
In New Zealand all ________ must go to school.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 14
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Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Christmas     church     cigarettes     cinema
    circles
city     classes    clearly     clean     clean    

Smoking ____________ is very bad for your health.1.
You have to go to a ____ to see a new film.2.
Mrs. Matthews' _________ have to work very hard because she
gives too much homework.

3.

__________, squares and triangles are all different shapes.4.
These windows are not very ________, I can't see through them.5.
Lots of people go to _________ on Sundays.6.
Wellington is a smaller _______ than Auckland.7.
His mother told him to ________ his room because it was very dirty.8.
Some teachers are easy to understand because they speak slowly
and _________.

9.

The 25th December is ________ day.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 15

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

clever    climbed    clock    o'clock    close    
cloth    clouds    coal    coat    coffee

The shops shut at six _________ on Saturday.1.
Sir Edmund Hillary is a famous New Zealander who _________ Mt.
Everest.

2.

There are lots of big, white _________ in the sky today.3.
There is a ________ at the back of the classroom.4.
At three fifteen we put up the chairs and _________ the windows
before    leaving the room.

5.

You should wear a ________ if you go outside in winter.6.
Cotton is a type of ________.7.
You can burn wood or _________ in a fire.8.
Examinations are easy if you are ____________ and study hard.9.
At interval the teachers drink tea or __________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 16

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

come    collection    comfortable    colour
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   common    
compare    competitions    complete    cold
   cold    

It isn't warm today, it's _________.1.
"__________ here, please," said the teacher.2.
Kuni isn't very well today, he has a _________.3.
If you look at two things and say how they are the same and how
that are different, you _________ them.

4.

Jin Ju likes movies and had a large video __________.5.
Joo Hyun doesn't like getting up in the morning    because his bed is
very _____________.

6.

The Year 13 uniform is a different _______ to the uniform for the
other years.

7.

The teacher told the class to ________ the work at home and hand
it in the next day.

8.

Lots of people are called John, it is a very ________ name.9.
New Zealand schools have lots of sports ___________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 17

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

completely    condition    continue     control  
cooked     a cook    copy     copy    corner
   correct

The _________ of the roads in New Zealand is good.1.
The teacher told the students to ________ the map into their books.2.
The class was very noisy because the teacher could not ________
them.

3.

There is a door in the _______ of the room.4.
The teacher asked the student if he had _________ finished his
work.

5.

The teacher told the class to _______ reading their books until the
end of the    lesson.

6.

The teacher used the photocopier to make a ______ of the new
student's    timetable.

7.

If something is right, it is _________.8.
Yesterday, Jung Chul _______ dinner for his    family.9.
His    family did not like the meal because Jung Chul is not a good
________.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 18
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Choose your answers from the words in this list:

cost    cotton    count    country    country    
cousins    covered    cow    crops    crowd

School shirts are made of _________.1.
You can't see the sun when it is ______ by clouds.2.
The housewife asked how much the rice _________.3.
The opposite of town is _________.4.
Farmers grow ________ like wheat and potatoes.5.
Mrs. Matthews can ______ to five in four languages.6.
You can see sheep, pigs, chickens and ________ on farms.7.
China is a large _________.8.
A large ______    watched the rugby game on Saturday.9.
Your uncle's children are your _______10.

The First Thousand Words :    Test 19

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

cruel    cried    cup    cupboard    cure    
cure    curtains    customs    cut    cut

Mrs. Matthews always has a _______ of coffee at interval.1.
Liam Holloway is a little boy who has cancer.    His parents have
gone to many different countries to try and find a ________ for his
illness.

2.

John _______ when he fell over and hurt his leg.3.
We use scissors to ______ things.4.
Bullying younger students is very ________5.
It is too sunny in this room because there are no _________ on the
windows.

6.

The books are in the _______________    behind the desk.7.
Different countries have different ________.8.
There was lots of blood when John fell over and _______ his leg.    9.
Medicine cannot _______ every disease.10.

The First Thousand Words :    Test 20

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

damaged    danced    dance    danger
   dangerous    
dark    date    daughter    day    dead
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The Taiwanese students did a traditional _________ with fans at
assembly.

1.

Jung Chul asked the teacher what the _____ was today.2.
He _______ the book when he spilt his coffee.3.
Lots of students ________ in the Breakdancing competition last
week

4.

The opposite of night is ________.5.
The man on the edge of the cliff was in great ________ of falling off.6.
Mrs. Matthews has a son but she doesn't have a __________.7.
You can see lots of ________ possums on the roads in New Zealand.8.
It is _________ to walk in the streets late at night in some cities.9.
It is very ______ at night in the countryside.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 21

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

death    decided    deep    defeats    defeat    
degrees    depends    depth    described    desk

She _______ to go to the school social with her friends.1.
The army suffered a bad _________.2.
The ______ of a person is always very sad.3.
The hole in the ground was very _________4.
What is the _______ of the water?5.
The temperature is only nine _______ today, it is very cold.6.
Soo Hyun _______ the man who stole her bag to the police.7.
In a battle one army usually _______ the other.8.
The teacher told the student to sit quietly at his ______ and do the
work.

9.

The price _________ on the size.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 22

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

destroyed    development    die    difference
   different    
difficult    difficulty    dug    direction    dirty

There is a big ________ between the price of a Ford and
   Mercedes.

1.

When there was a fire at the school all of the vocabulary tests were
__________. The students were very happy.

2.

This test isn't easy, it's __________.3.
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Later in their _________ caterpillars change into butterflies.4.
Joo Hyun's hair is a ______ colour to Akiko's.5.
He had ________ understanding the teachers.6.
If you don't water plants they ______.7.
The opposite of clean is _________.8.
The new students asked year 13 students the _______ to the library.9.
He ______ a big hole to bury his pet cat in when it died.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 23

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

discovered    discussion    disease    dish
   distance    
district    divided    do    doctor    dogs

The Maori people ________ New Zealand first.1.
The _______ from New Zealand to London is 12,000 miles.2.
When you are ill you should go to the _________.3.
Last week our class had a ________ about school uniform.4.
Northland    is a __________ of New Zealand.5.
Cancer is a very bad _________.6.
Lots of people in New Zealand own ______.7.
We use this ______ for meat and this one for rice.8.
Mothers ____ a lot of housework.9.
Fifteen _____ by three is five.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 24

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

doors    doubted    doubts    down    draw    
drawing    dreams    dream    dresses    dressed
   

The house has    three _______ .1.
The mother told the little girl to put the knife ______ because it was
sharp.

2.

A bad ________ is called a nightmare.3.
Mr. Mills did not believe Mrs. Matthews, he ________ that she was
right.

4.

Everyone ______ when they are asleep.5.
He had lots of _______ about going to live in New Zealand.6.
Women wear _______ but men don't.7.
The teacher told the class to _______ a picture.8.
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He got _______ very quickly because he was late for school.9.
She did a lovely _______ of a still life in her Art class.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 25

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

He likes to _________ beer.1.
When he looked at the car's engine he saw ________ of oil falling on
the ground.

2.

Soo Hyun's clothes ______ on the washing line.3.
Orange juice and Coca cola are _________.4.
It is not wet today it is _____.5.
He ______ the box because it was too heavy.6.
Joo Hyun is too young to _______ a car.7.
His mother asked him to was and_______ the dishes after dinner.8.
It is your ______ to respect your parents and teachers.9.
Some New Zealanders are very bad _________, there are lots of car
accidents in New Zealand.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 26

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

ears    early    earn    Earth    
east    easy    eat    edge    education    effect

You should always come to school ________.    You should never be
late.

1.

A knife has a sharp ______.2.
Humans have two eyes and two ________.3.
This test isn't hard. It's very ______.4.
You will get a good ____ at school if you listen and work hard.5.
Teachers don't _______ enough money!6.
The four points of the compass are north, south, ______ and west.7.
The _______ of heat on ice is that it melts it.8.
The moon is smaller than the _______.9.
What did you ____ for breakfast?10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 27

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

effort    eggs    electric    electricity    employer
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empty    end    enemies    engine    engineer

There are _______ lights in houses in New Zealand.1.
Reptiles and birds lay ________.2.
An __________ makes a car go.3.
The heaters in this classroom use _________ .4.
This glass isn't full, it's __________.5.
Israel and Palestine are fighting a war, they are _________.6.
An ___________ is a person who designs and makes engines.7.
You cannot learn English if you don't make an _______ to speak.8.
E8 is at the _______ of E block.9.
If you are lucky you will have a good ________ when you get a job.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 28

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

English    enjoy    enough    equal    equally    
escaped    even    evening    event    ever

Mrs.    Matthews gave Jin Ju a detention because she didn't work
hard ___________.

1.

The students in this class are learning ___________.2.
The teacher asked the lazy student if he _______ did his homework.3.
Joo Hyun said that he didn't _______ Mrs. Matthews lessons
because they were boring.

4.

Morning, afternoon, ________ and night are parts of the day.5.
The prisoners _________ from jail.6.
The two winning essays in the competition were ________ good.7.
The next big ________ for the international students is the end of
year party.

8.

The work is so easy that _______ Mrs. Matthews can understand it.9.
Mrs. Matthews asked the students to cut the paper into four ______
pieces.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 29

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

evil    exactly    examination    example
   excited    
expects    expensive    experienced    experience
   experimented
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He was _______ when he saw his parents arrive.1.
It is ________ to study in a foreign country.2.
There is good and ______in everybody.3.
Bungy jumping is an exciting _____________.4.
It is _______ six o'clock5.
Many great cities, for _______, Paris and London are built near
rivers.

6.

She _________ to go the university when she finishes school.7.
He ________ with the new materials to see if they worked.8.
He _________ many difficulties finding a    job in New Zealand
because his English wasn't very good.

9.

It is important to pass your ______________ at the end of the
school year.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 30

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

experiment    explained    explanation    extra
   eyes    
face    fact    factories    failed    fair

They did lots of ________ in their Science classes1.
The Earth is round is a _________.    Mrs. Matthews is horrible is
and opinion.

2.

TV's are made in _________.3.
He was very unhappy when he __________ his driving test.4.
The teacher ________ the different ideas in the book.5.
The students didn't understand the __________ because the teacher
spoke too quickly.

6.

We have two ________.7.
But only one ________.8.
He didn't like the school rules but he thought they were _________.9.
She put on an _______ jersey because she was cold.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test    31

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

fell    fall    family    famous    far    
farm    farmer    fat    father    fault

He had a bad ________ and broke his leg.1.
The opposite of thin is _______.2.
Jung Chul was running on the wet deck and _______ over.3.
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A _______ is a place in the country where there are lots of animals
or crops.

4.

Darwin said it was his _______ Billy was talking because he asked
him a question.

5.

Mrs. Matthews has a large ___________.6.
Son, daughter, mother, __________.7.
Michael Jordan is a _________ basketball player.8.
A person who works on a farm is called a ___________.9.
How ______ is it from Beijing to Auckland?10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 32

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

fear    fear    features    felt    female    
fence    festival    field    fierce    fight    

Lots of people have a _________ of mice.1.
The opposite of male is __________.2.
New Year is an important __________ in many countries.3.
The two dogs had a ________ fight.4.
He did not _______ death.5.
It is stupid to _________.6.
His new car had lots of interesting __________.7.
Vegetables are grown in __________.8.
Tony went to see the doctor because he ___________ sick.9.
The tennis courts have a ________ around them.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 33

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

filled    film    find    finger   
finish    fires    fish    fit    fix    a flag

Ekin saw a good ______________ at the cinema last Thursday.1.
Some people keep tropical ______________ in aquariums.2.
We have to ____________the homework by Monday.3.
She _______________ the kettle with cold water.4.
Every country has its own ________________.5.
The window was broken and the teacher asked the caretaker to
_______________ it.

6.

In New Zealand people often have wood ____________ in their
homes.

7.

Mrs. Matthews cannot ___________her car keys.8.
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The shoes were the wrong size and they didn't ____________ him.9.
He cut his ____________with a knife when he was making dinner.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 34

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

flat    float    floors    flour   
flowers    fly    fly    followed    food    feet

Some things ___________ on water but other things sink.1.
Kiwis are birds that cannot ______________.2.
Some ____________ have carpet but others are made of wood or
tiles.

3.

Roses, daffodils and tulips are ______________.4.
We need ________ and water to live.5.
We use ___________ to make bread and cakes.6.
She used a newspaper to kill the _____________.7.
My _______ are wet because it is raining again today.8.
The soccer field is __________, it isn't hilly.9.
The class ____________ Mrs. Matthews to the library.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 35

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

forced    force    foreign    forest    forgot    
forgive    fork    forms    form    free

Some people ______ very bad habits, like smoking     when they are
teenagers.

1.

The ________ of the wind knocked the tree over.2.
A place with a lot of trees is called a _____________.3.
We use a knife and ________ to eat with.4.
School students do not have to learn a ________ language in New
Zealand.

5.

The husband asked his wife to _______ him for forgetting her
birthday.

6.

School students are not ____________ to leave the school site
before 3.20pm.

7.

The criminal ___________ the window opened.8.
Lucy ____________ to bring a ruler to Maths yesterday.9.
Overseas students have to fill in immigration ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 36
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Choose your answers from the words in this list:

fresh    friends    friendly    frightened    front    
fruit    full    furniture    games    gardens

The desk is at the _________ of the classroom1.
This fish was caught today so it is very ____________.2.
She spilt the coffee because the cup was too _________3.
Lots of people are ____________ by    films and books about
ghosts.

4.

Tennis and football are types of __________.5.
When you move to a new school you have to make new _________.6.
Most houses in New Zealand have ___________.7.
Chairs, tables and beds are types of ___________.8.
Apples and oranges are types of _________.9.
Most New Zealanders are very _______________ people.10.

The First Thousand Words : Test 37     

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

gases    gate    Generally    get    got    
get    girl    gave    glass    go    goes    went
   gone

To get into the garden you have to go through the _______.1.
Male, female, boy, ________.2.
____________ pigs don't live in houses.3.
The _________ broke when it fell on the floor.4.
Darwin ________ up late this morning.5.
Some students like to ____ to Auckland in their free time.6.
The class sent a _______ well card to their teacher.7.
Oxygen and Carbon monoxide are two _________8.
The student's work was very good so the teacher ________ him a
gold star.

9.

The teacher asked the class to ______ their books out.10.

The First Thousand Words : Test 38

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

God    gold    good    governed    governments
   
grand    grass    great    green    grey
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Teachers like _____ students who do their homework.1.
Everyone has _____parents.2.
Some people believe that ______ made the world.3.
The colour of grass is _______.4.
Many people dislike the way the old king _______ the country.5.
In summer you have to cut the _______ in the garden every week.6.
Silver and _____ are used to make jewellery.7.
The sky isn't blue    today, it is overcast and _____.8.
Education is of ______ value in life.9.
New _________ are elected every three years in New Zealand.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 39

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

ground     group     grows     guess    
guns     habit     hair     half     hands     handle

The ______ of students waited quietly outside    the classroom for
the teacher.

1.

The bank robbers had _______ when they robbed the bank.2.
There is often lots of litter on the _________ after interval.3.
0.5 is one ________.4.
She ________ flowers and vegetables in her garden.5.
We have two feet and two ________.6.
He had to    ________ the answers because he hadn't done his
homework.

7.

Joo Hyun has orange ________.8.
The door to E8 has a metal ________.9.
Doing your homework as soon as you get home from school is a very
good ______ .

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 40

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

hang     happened     happy     hard    
hard     hat     hate     has     head     health

A diamond is ________, it isn't soft.1.
Mrs. Matthews ______ a very old car.2.
Mrs. Matthews was very _______ because all of her students passed
the test.

3.

Humans have a _____, a body, two arms and two legs.4.
It is important to wear a ______ when it is sunny.5.
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Mrs. Matthews asked Tony to ______ the clock on the wall.6.
If you are never sick you have good _________.7.
Lots of international students _______ Kiwi food.8.
This test is easy, it isn't ______.9.
The students asked his friend what ______ when he was sent to the
principal.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test    41

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

healthy     hear     heated     heavy    
height     help     here     hid     high     hill    

Some old people find it difficult to ______ things.1.
In New Zealand we measure weight in kilos and ________ in
metres.

2.

How high is Mt.    Everest?3.
It was difficult to move the TV because it was very ________.4.
The teacher asked the students to _________ tidy up the room.5.
One of the students _____ because he didn't want to help.6.
The water in the swimming pool is warm because it is ________.7.
There is a ______ between Warkworth and Snells Beach.8.
The baby was very strong and ________.9.
Mrs. Matthews asked the student to come ________.10.

The First Thousand Words 42

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Hindu     History     hit    
held     hole     holiday     honest     hope
    horse     hospital

It is wrong to ______ people.1.
He isn't a Christian, he is a _________.2.
He dug a _____ in the garden to bury her dead cat.3.
Igor has a ______ goes    riding everday after school.4.
The new mother ______ her baby very gently.5.
In Social Studies we study Geography and _______.6.
An _______ person doesn't steal or tell lies.7.
I ______ I win Lotto on Saturday.8.
The ambulance took the injured driver to __________.9.
New Year is an important ______ in many Asian countries.10.
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The First Thousand Words Test    43

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

hot    hotel    hours    house    human    
hungry    hurt    husband    ice    idea

Mrs. Matthews lives in a ______ in Warkworth.1.
We stayed in a ______ when we went skiing at Mt.Ruapehu.2.
Joo Hyun ______ his hand playing basketball.3.
There are twenty-four _______ in a day.4.
If you don't eat breakfast you will be very ______ by lunchtime.5.
Fish, cats and dogs are not ________ but people are.6.
Soo Hyun thought that homework was a very bad ________.7.
Mrs.Matthews _________ is called Ron.8.
When it is hot people like to put ______ in their drinks.9.
People prefer    ______ drinks in winter.10.

The First Thousand Words Test    44

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

imagined    immediately    important
   impossible    include    
increases    insects    inside    instruments
   interesting    

It is ________ to know what is going to happen next week.1.
If we blow up a balloon its size ___________.2.
Mrs. Matthews _______ what it would be like to win Lotto.3.
Some people are frightened of    __________.4.
If a teacher asks you to do something _________, they mean do it
right now.

5.

The price of the airline ticket didn't _________ the airport tax.    The
tax was an extra $20.

6.

The teacher asked to class to stay    ____ the room until the bell had
gone.

7.

Learning to speak and write English is very ________ if you want to
go to university in an English speaking country.

8.

The students thought that the lessons were not ____________.9.
The piano, guitar, flute and trumpet are musical ________s.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 45

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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invented    iron    islands    job    join    
jokes    journeys    judge    judge    jumped

Tin, copper, steel and ________ are all types of metals.1.
What _______ do you want to do when you finish school?2.
Motoki spends too much time telling _________ and not enough
time doing his class work.

3.

The principal was asked to _________ the singing competition.4.
Gunpowder and paper were first ________ in China.5.
Soo Hyun doesn't enjoy car _________ because she always feels
sick in cars.

6.

Japan is a country made up of many _________.7.
The horse ________ over the fence.8.
Being a _______ is a very important and responsible job.9.
When he leaves school he wants to _______ the air force and be a
pilot.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 46

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

keep    keys    kick    killed    kind    
kinds    kings    kiss    kitchen    knee

Mrs Matthews couldn't open the door because she had lost her
_______.

1.

Yoon Mi is a very ________ person.2.
After dinner we wash the dirty dishes in the __________.3.
England has a queen but Japan and Thailand    have    _________.4.
Mr. Lamb told the students that they must ______ the school clean
this term or the canteen would be shut.

5.

Apples, bananas and oranges are ________ of fruit.6.
The mother gave her baby a _______ before he went to sleep.7.
Many people are ______ in road accidents because they don't wear
their seat belts.

8.

This door often jams so you need to give it a ______ if you want to
open it.

9.

He couldn't walk because he hurt his __________ playing football.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 47

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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knife    knows    lakes    land    language    
large    last    late    laugh    lavatory

Wellington is the capital of New Zealand but it is not as ________ as
Auckland.

1.

In New Zealand people use a _______ and fork to eat.2.
He put fertilizer on the __________ to help the plants grow.3.
Soo Hyun _________ lots of words because she always does her
homework.

4.

People _______ when they hear a joke.5.
There are lots of ________ in New Zealand.6.
Sunday is the _______ day of the week.7.
English is the main __________ in New Zealand.8.
___________ is another word for toilet.9.
If you are _______ to school you must get a pass from the office.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 48

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

law    lawyer    lazy    leader    leaves    
learn    leather    left    left    legs

A _______ is a person who helps you if you are in trouble with the
police.

1.

The __________ of the USA is the President.2.
We __________ English in ESOL lessons.3.
In New Zealand we drive on the _______.4.
A good student always works hard and is never ________.5.
___________ is made from cow skin.6.
In winter the ________ fall of the trees.7.
A dog has a head, a body, four ________ and a tail.8.
When Terry ________ school he went to the shop before going
home.

9.

It is against the ______ to drive a car if you have been drinking
alcohol.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 49

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

lent    length    lessons    letters    library    
lie    life    lift    lights light
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The rope was two metres in ________.1.
She didn't write    ________ any more because she always sent
e-mails instead.

2.

The teacher asked the students to write an information report about
the _______ an important person.

3.

A __________ is place where we can borrow books.4.
Please turn off the _______ before you leave the room.5.
The books were too heavy for Mrs. Matthews to _____ so she asked
one of the students to help her.

6.

Zubaida _______ Hassan some Twink.7.
The bag wasn't heavy it was _________.8.
Jung Chul was feeling sick so the nurse told him to _____ down on
the bed.

9.

Science, Maths and ESOL are all types of ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 50

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

like    like    little    limit    limit    
line    lips    liquids    list    listening lip

She is too thin, she looks _______ a model.1.
Make-up for _______ is called _____stick.2.
A very, very long time ago, when Mrs. Matthews was a ____ girl she
lived in London.

3.

There wasn't enough food so the survivors had to ______ the
amount people ate each day.

4.

The teacher asked the class to draw a ______ under their work
when they had finished.

5.

School students don't _______ homework.6.
He enjoyed ________ to music.7.
The speed ______ on the motorway is 100km per hour.8.
Gases, solids and _________ are the three states of matter.9.
She made a shopping ______ before she went to the supermarket.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 51

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

live    loaf    local    long    look    
look after    look for    lost    loud    loves

The _____ shops are at the end of this road.1.
The teacher asked the students to _____ at the whiteboard.2.
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She is always losing her things because she doesn't ____ ______
them properly.

3.

We _____ in New Zealand.4.
Keisuke didn't come to class so Mrs. Matthews sent Jin Ju to _____
_____ him.

5.

He bought a _____ of bread to make sandwiches.6.
If you listen to music that is too ______ you will damage your
hearing.

7.

Mrs. Matthews ______ her keys and her temper.8.
Keisuke ________ sleeping.9.
The students complained that the tests were too ______.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 52

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

low    lucky    unlucky    machines    mad    
magazines    main    made    male    men
   manager

Eight is a _________ number in Hong Kong but four is
____________.

1.

Are you ______ or female?2.
What sort of _________ do you like to read?3.
Televisions and cars are made by ________.4.
Most doors are _____ from    wood.5.
Three ______ robbed the bank in Warkworth yesterday.6.
State Highway 1 is a _____ road.7.
The boss of a supermarket is called the _________.8.
Another word for crazy is ________.9.
House prices are not expensive, they are    _____ at the moment.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 53

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

map    marked    markets    married    mat    
matches    material    mathematics    meals
   meant

Mrs. Matthews ________ the vocabulary books yesterday.1.
Mr. Grey is m__________ to Mrs.Grey.2.
You need _______ to light a fire.3.
If you don't know how to get to a place you should look at a
_______.

4.
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The _______ of this skirt is wool.5.
Mrs. Matthews is very bad a __________ but she likes History.6.
It is important to eat three healthy _________ a day.7.
Many countries have interesting ________ where you can buy
things.

8.

Terry asked his friend what the word __________.9.
In front of the door was a welcome _______ with a picture of a cat
on it.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 54

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

measure    measurements    meat    medicine
   meet    
meeting    member    mended    message
   metal

The teachers have a _________ every morning before school.1.
The students used their rulers to ____________ the length of their
hands.

2.

The groundsman    __________ the broken window.3.
Seconds, minutes and hours are _________ of time.4.
Ji Young asked Tina to ________ her in the library.5.
Chicken ,beef and pork are types of _______.6.
He read the e-mail __________ carefully.7.
When you are sick you take ________ to get better.8.
Iron is a __________.9.
Tomomi is a _____________ of the basketball team.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 55

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

middle    milk    minds    minute    mirror    
missed    mistakes    mix     mixture    modern

There are sixty seconds in one ___________.1.
There is a table in the _______ of the dining room.2.
Wen Tao ________ the bus home to Snells Beach.3.
_______ is a white drink that comes from cows.4.
Mrs.Matthews asked the class to correct their __________.5.
Salt and water do not ______ but water and sugar do.6.
We use our _______ to think.7.
Mai poured the cake _________ into the cake tin.8.
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If you want to see your face you have to look in a ________.9.
This classroom is quite _______ but some of the classrooms are
very old.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 56

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

money    month    moon    morning    mosque    
Mother    mountain    mouth    move
   movement

There are twelve ________ in a year.1.
We give our Mum's presents on __________'s Day.2.
Lots of people don't like getting up in the ________________.3.
The part of a river where it goes into the sea is called the
___________ of the river.

4.

Mustafa wanted to go to the bank to change some _________.5.
Everest is the highest ______________ in the world.6.
The brightest thing in the sky at night is the _______.7.
Dancers are people who _____ to music.8.
When he broke his leg he was told to keep still because any
_________ would hurt.

9.

Christians go church on Sundays but Muslims go to the ________ on
Friday night and Saturday.

10.

The First Thousand Words    : Test 57

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

multiply    music    musical    Muslims    names
   
narrow    nation natural    necessary    national

The teacher asked the students to write down their family
_________.

1.

The symbol x means __________.2.
"God defend New Zealand" is the ______ anthem of New Zealand.3.
Most people from the Middle East and North Africa are _______.4.
Some people are very ___________ .5.
Another word for country is __________.6.
It is ________ for mother to love their babies.7.
People often listen to _______ on the radio.8.
It is _________ to study hard if you want to go to university.9.
The road to Snells Beach is ________.10.
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The First Thousand Words    : Test 58

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

necks    need    needs    neighbour    never    
new    news    next    nice     night

We all have lots of different _________.1.
I _________ eat chocolate because it gives me headaches.2.
People sometimes wear scarves around their _______ when it is
cold.

3.

She listened to the ________ on the radio in her car.4.
The ________ lesson is period 5.5.
You _______ to wear a raincoat or use an umbrella when it is
raining.

6.

Mrs. Matthews' car isn't ______, it's old.7.
I don't like my _________ because he plays very loud music late at
night.

8.

The stars shine at __________.9.
The weather is very _______ today, the sun is shining.10.

The First Thousand Words : Test 59

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

noise    north    noses    notices    noticed    
now    number    Nurses    obey    off

Cape Reinga is in the _______ of New Zealand.1.
The teacher read the _________ to the class.2.
________ work in hospitals.3.
The loud ______    frightened the little boy.4.
It was very hot so Mrs.Matthews turned ______ the heaters.5.
Some people have plastic surgery to change their _________6.
At the start of the lesson Mrs.Matthews said, "We are going to do the
test    ______."

7.

If you don't ______ the school rules you will get a detention.8.
Five is a __________.9.
The teacher was annoyed when she ________ a student texting in
class.

10.

The First Thousand Words : Test 60

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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Office    often    oil    old    on    only    open
   opinion    oppositeorange

Keisuke is _______ late to class.1.
The teacher asked the students to _____ their books.2.
Some of the classrooms are new and some are _______.3.
Some people have an _______ about everything.4.
The ________ is at the front of the school.5.
It was very cold, so Mrs. Matthews turned ____ the heaters.6.
The other side is also called the _______ side.7.
He ate an ______ after lunch.8.
There were lots of lollies in the jar but _____ one chocolate.9.
Cars need petrol and _______.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 61

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

order    ordinary    out    outside    own    pages
   pain paint    paint    pair    pale

Keisuke ate too many lollies and now he has a _______ in his
stomach.

1.

The teacher asked the students to take ______ their books.2.
Books have lots of _________.3.
You ______ the things that you buy.4.
Something that is _______ is not unusual.5.
The students didn't want to leave the room because it was raining
_______.

6.

Sonomi bought a new ______ of jeans.7.
The list of student names was in alphabetical __________.8.
When people are sick their faces are often very __________.9.
The walls of the house were very dirty so they decided to _______
them.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 62

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

paper    parcel    parents    park    parts    party
   pass    passagepassengers    path

Everyone has two ___________.1.
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You write on ________ with a pen or a pencil.2.
The students enjoyed the ______ on Sunday.3.
A _______ is a small package with something inside.4.
There were two _______ in the car.5.
There is a _______ from the gym to the library.6.
He read the book but didn't understand ______ of it.7.
The teacher asked him to read the __________ out loud.8.
If you work hard you will ______ your exams.9.
She took her dog for a walk in the _________.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 63

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

patients    pattern    pay    peace    pen    pencil
   perhaps    periodpeople    photographs

The doctor had lots of _______ waiting to see her.1.
Everyone hopes that the _____ between China and Taiwan will
continue.

2.

Mrs. Matthews isn't sure when we will do the test.    _________ we
will do it    tomorrow.

3.

The teacher wore a jersey with a very bright _______.4.
He underlined his work in __________.5.
Joo Hyun and    Jung Chul are _________6.
He had to ______ for telephone calls to his family when he was
staying .

7.

The students had their __________ taken for their ID cards.8.
You must write the answers to this test in _______.9.
You cannot take the IELTS test again for a ________ of three
months.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 64

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

picked up    picture    pieces    pigs    pile
   pillow    places    planned plane    plants

Motoki ate six _______ of pizza.1.
He travelled to Japan by ________.2.
His homestay mother left his clean clothes in a ______ on his bed.3.
Chi Wei ______    _____Lucy's book.4.
The teacher asked the students to put the chairs back in the right
_______.

5.
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The teacher asked the students to draw a ______ of a tree.6.
He ______ to go home to see his parents in the school holidays.7.
When we go to sleep we put our head on a ____________.8.
There are lots of different _______ in most gardens.9.
Sheep, cows and _______ are farm animals.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 65

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

plastic    plate    played    pleasant    poems
   point    poison    policemen    polite    political

We eat dinner from a _______.1.
It isn't raining today, the weather is really _________.2.
The teacher asked the boy to _______ to Wellington on the map.3.
A _______ person always says please and thank you.4.
Milk containers are made of _________.5.
In New Zealand _______ wear dark blue uniforms.6.
Most countries have lots of ______ parties but China has only one
the    Communist Party.

7.

If you drink _________ you will die.8.
The children ______ with a ball in the garden.9.
Shakespeare was a famous English writer who wrote plays and
________.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 66

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

politics    poor    position    possible    postman
   pot    potatoes    poured    power    practise

The radar screen showed the _______ of the planes.1.
We can cook potatoes in a ________.2.
________ is about different parties trying to become the leaders of a
country.

3.

There is not enough ________ because the hydro lakes are not full
enough to    make enough electricity.

4.

Kiwis eat lots of _____________.5.
If you are ______ you can't buy the things you need.6.
The person who brings letters to your house is called a
___________ or    woman.

7.

If you want to speak good English you must ________ every day.8.
The cook _______ some hot water into the bowl.9.
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If something might happen it is _______. It is _______ that you
could win Lotto.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 67

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Pray    prepare    present    present    president
   pressure    pretended    price    priest    Prime
Minister

On your birthday you usually get a ___________.1.
Jung Chul __________ to be ill because he didn't want to do the
test.

2.

New Zealand has a _________    _____________.3.
The USA has a ______________.4.
Most Christians, Muslims, Buddhists and Jews ________ every day.5.
A Christian minister is called a _________.6.
The ______ of a ticket to Auckland is $35.7.
The water came out of the tap very slowly because there was no
__________.

8.

It is important to ________ for examinations.9.
He was not _________ for the test so he failed the course.10.

The First Thousand Words Test 68

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

print    prison    private    probably    problem
   produces    production    promised    proud
   prove

The homework is hard but Ayanle thinks he can ________ do it.1.
Please check    your work before you ______ it out.2.
Japan _________ a lot of manufactured goods.3.
Mrs. Matthews ________ not to give the students any homework
this week.

4.

The murderer was sent to _________ for twenty years.5.
When you show that something is true you ________ it.6.
If you work hard and pass all of your exams your parents will be
______ of    you.

7.

The opposite of public is _________.8.
The ________ of agricultural goods is very important to the New
Zealand    economy.

9.

Joo Hyun has a big ________, he has forgotten his ESOL books and10.
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   Mrs. Matthews is going to kill him.

The First Thousand Words Test 69

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

public    pulled    punished    pure    purpose
   pushed    put    quality    quarrel    quarters

Lin fell over because someone ___________ him.1.
Darwin _________ Ruby's hair.2.
Mrs. Matthews _________ Darwin because he upset Ruby.3.
This water is safe to drink, it is very _________.4.
The teacher was pleased with the class because their work was of
very high    ___________.

5.

Soo Hyun and Yoon mi aren't talking to each other because they had
a    ___________.

6.

The opposite of private is _________.7.
She divided the cake into four __________.8.
Mrs. Matthews ______ the books in the box.9.
A computer has more than one _________ we can use it for work
and for fun.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 70

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Queen    questions    quickly    quiet    quite
   races    radio    railwayrained    rat

These _________ are very easy.1.
Masako is very ________ but Keisuke is very noisy.2.
You watch TV     listen to a ________ and play on a computer.3.
Prince Charles is the _______ of England's son.4.
On Sport's Day students have to run in ________.5.
It ________ again yesterday, it wasn't sunny.6.
Japan has a very fast ________ train called the Bullet.7.
She finished the test very _________8.
Jin Ju saw a large _______ in the rubbish.9.
He hadn't _______ finished when the teacher told him to stop
writing.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 71

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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Rather    reached    read    ready    really
   reason    red    referred    refused    regularly

She got _______ to go to school.1.
______ is the colour of danger.2.
Stevie doesn't want to go to bed early, she would _________ play
on her    computer.

3.

Ricky couldn't give a good __________ for being absent yesterday
so Mr. Scovell gave him a detention.

4.

She has ________ six books this term.5.
She ___________ to go out with the boy because she didn't like
him.

6.

The teacher _______ to the questions in the text book.7.
When he _______ the end of the road he didn't know which way to
go.

8.

If you do something every day you do it _________.9.
Benson didn't believe that Stevie    _______ wanted to do the extra
work.

10.

The First Thousand Words Test 72

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

relations    religion    remember    repeat
   respect    rest    restaurants    results    rice
   rich

The students asked the teacher to _______ the question.1.
The main ________ in New Zealand is Christianity.2.
Young children should take a _______ in the afternoon.3.
Your aunt and uncle are _________.4.
Mrs.Matthews enjoys eating out at __________.5.
Children should _______ their parents.6.
The students were very pleased with their IELTS _________.7.
It's very hard to _________ all the words for these tests.8.
If you have a lot of money you are __________.9.
Many Asian people eat ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 73

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

ride    right    rang    rises    river    roads
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   rocks    rolled    roof    rooms

The sun _________ in the east and sets in the west.1.
The opposite of wrong is _________2.
The boys _____ the ball down the hill.3.
Lucy ______ her mother in Taiwan last night.4.
The house has white walls    and a red ________.5.
The Nile is the world's longest ________.6.
Some beaches have sand and some have ________.7.
The house had eight __________.8.
People drive cars on ________.9.
My son likes to ______ his tricycle.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 73

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

roots    rope    rough    round    row    rubber
   rubbish    rules    ruler    run

Schools have lots of _________.1.
Flowers have a stem, leaves, petals and _______.2.
Mrs. Matthews asked the students to stand in a ________.3.
The farmer had very ______ skin on his hands because he worked
so hard.

4.

When you underline the title you should use a ________.5.
The students had to pick up the _______ from outside the
classroom.

6.

Car tyres are made from _________.7.
The bank robbers tied the people up with a ________.8.
Jung Chul doesn't like to _______ because he isn't very fit.9.
A coin is ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 75

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

sad    safe    sailing    salt    satisfy    saved
   say    school    scientist    scissors

New Zealand is a very _______ country.1.
Your work has to be very good to __________ Mrs. Matthews2.
We put _______ and pepper on our food before we eat it.3.
The film was very ______ and Denise cried.4.
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In New Zealand all children under the age of sixteen must go to
__________.

5.

Use the ___________ to cut the paper, please.6.
Mrs. Matthews often goes _____________ in her boat.7.
Einstein was a famous ____________.8.
The fireman _______ the family from the fire.9.
The teacher asked him to ______ his name again.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 76

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Sea    seasons    seats    seconds    secret    saw
   seedsseems    sold    sent

Some students had to stand because there weren't enough
_________.

1.

He put the food in the microwave for fifty _________ to warm up.2.
She ________ her boyfriend a Valentine's card.3.
You can't drink    ______ water because it is salty.4.
She ________ her boyfriend in secret.5.
They _________ their house and business in Taipei and moved to
New    Zealand.

6.

She __________ very happy, what has happened?7.
If you don't want anyone to know something it is a _________.8.
He bought some _______ at the garden centre.9.
We have four ________ in New Zealand.    It is winter now.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 77

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

sensible    separate    serious    servant    sew
   shadow    shakes    shape    shared    sharp

Lin is very _________, he always does his homework on the day it is
given to him.

1.

When you stand in the sun you can see your ________ on the
ground.

2.

Mrs.Matthews asked the students to put the answers in one pile and
the    question papers in a _________ pile.

3.

If someone _______ their head, it means no.4.
A clock is the same ________ as a circle.5.
To make a dress you must be able to ________.6.
He knew he had made a _________ mistake.7.
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He used a ______ axe to cut the wood.8.
Terry forgot his lunch so Si Si ______ hers with him.9.
A person who is employed to work in another persons house is
sometimes    called a ________.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 78

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

sheet    shelves    shell    shining    shirt    shoes
   shootshort    shout    showed

He used a spoon to break the egg________.1.
She isn't tall, she's _________.2.
It isn't cloudy today the sun is _________ brightly.3.
You use a gun to _______ rabbits.4.
If you don't have your exercise book you can do this work on a
______ of paper.

5.

The teacher told the student not to ________.6.
There are lots of _______ in the storeroom.7.
The Year 13 school _______ is a different colour.8.
He ______ the new student where his class room was.9.
In the summer you can wear ________ and socks or sandals to
school.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 79

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

sick    sides    sign    Silk    silver    simple
   sang    sister    sit    situation

A triangle has three ________.1.
_______ is a type of material made by insects.2.
They ________ the national anthem at the end of the play.3.
5 +5 is a very ______ sum.4.
Mother, father, brother _________.5.
If you are not well you are ________.6.
The political _______ in many countries is very dangerous.7.
The road ______ said the motorway was three kilometers away.8.
Mrs. Matthews asked the students to come in and ______ down.9.
Some jewellery is made of _________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 80
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Choose your answers from the words in this list:

Size    skills    skin    sky    small    snowed
   sleep    slowsmell    smiled

At school you learn and practise many new ________1.
If you look up you will see clouds in the _______.2.
Everything was white outside because it ________ heavily last night.3.
People _______ in a bed.4.
The jeans were too big because she had bought the wrong _______.5.
You ______ things with your nose.6.
The opposite of big is ________.7.
He _______ at the girl that he liked but she didn't _______ back.8.
The opposite of fast is ________.9.
All animals are covered with ______ but some have hair, fur,
feathers or    scales as well.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 81

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

smoke    smooth    snakes    soap    society
   soft    soil    soldier    solid    sometimes

Some people are afraid of ________.1.
Another word for earth is ________.2.
Students are not allowed to ________ in school or when they are
wearing school uniform.

3.

A _________ means the people who live in a country, their
organizations     beliefs and way of life

4.

The three elements are liquid, gas and ________.5.
The opposite of hard is ______.6.
I _______ cry when I watch a sad movie.7.
The opposite of rough is ________.8.
A person who is in the army is called a _________.9.
We use ______ to wash with.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 82

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

son    songs    soon    sorry    soul    sound
   sour    south    space    speak
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The students were pleased that the exams would _____ be over.1.
Bad milk tastes ________.2.
International students can all _______ two languages and some can
speak    more.

3.

Some people in China think it is more important to have a ______
than a    daughter.

4.

Do you believe that your _____ will go the heaven when you die?5.
Astronauts sometimes walk in ________.6.
We sing ________.7.
New Zealand has two main islands a north island and a _____
island.

8.

The student said _______ for being rude.9.
Shouting is a very loud _______.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 83

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

speech    speed    spelt    spend    spirits
   spoons    spring    squares    stairs    stamp

It is very easy to _______ too much money when you go shopping.1.
The season after winter is ________.2.
At the _________ competition the students had to stand up and talk
for five    minutes.

3.

He bought some _______ so that he could post a letter to his
parents.

4.

Some people believe in evil _______ and ghosts.5.
Circles, triangles and _________ are different shapes.6.
He lost marks in the test because he ____________ the word
incorrectly.

7.

The _______ limit on the motorway is 100kph.8.
Lots of houses in New Zealand don't have _______ .9.
Knives forks and ________ are all types of cutlery.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 84

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

stand    stars    started    station    stayed
   steals    steam    steel    steps    stick

We _______ this test ten minutes ago.1.
A thief is a person who ________ things.2.
One hundred years ago ______ was used to make trains go.3.
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The teacher asked the students to ______ up and put the chairs on
the desks.

4.

The neighbour reported the man to the police because he hit the dog
with a    _________.

5.

________ is a metal.6.
At night you can see lots of ______ in the sky if it isn't cloudy.7.
There are _______ outside the front door but not in the house.8.
Last week Yuko _______ at home because she was sick.9.
The bus arrived at the bus _______ at 10.15am.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 85 Choose your answers from the
words in this list:

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

still    stomach    stone    stopped    storm
   stories    stove    straight    strange    street

He picked up a _______ and threw it into the river.1.
My son is five years old but he    _______ sucks his thumb.2.
There was a very bad _______ last night.3.
The opposite of curved is _______.4.
This ________ is called Woodcocks Road.5.
The heart, liver, brain and _______ are all body parts.6.
Cinderella and Little Red Riding Hood are famous children's
_________.

7.

The rain _________ at lunchtime and the sun came out.8.
Something that is unusual is sometimes __________.9.
You cook dinner in    a ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 86

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

stillstring    strong    students    study    stupid
   subjectssubstances    succeed    unsuccessful
   sudden    

The people doing this test are all __________.1.
Water and metal are different __________.2.
She tied up the parcel with a piece of ________.3.
She worked very hard because she wanted to ______ at school and
go to    university.

4.

________ means silly.5.
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He wanted to play basketball but he was __________    and    didn't
get into the    team.

6.

Superman is very _________.7.
Maths and English are two important school ________.8.
He was frightened by the __________ noise.9.
If you want to pass this test you must ______ hard.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 87

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

suffer    sugar    suitable    summer    sun
   sure    surface    surprised    sweet    swim

If you think something will happen you are ______ about it.1.
Li was not ___________ when Mrs. Matthews gave him a detention
because    he had not done his homework.

2.

If you look at the sky you can see the ________.3.
Autumn, winter, spring and _______ are the four seasons.4.
You can ______ at the school pool on Tuesdays.5.
When there is a war many people _________.6.
It is important to wear ________ clothes in the sun.7.
The ___________ of a square or rectangle is measured in square
centimeters.

8.

Lemon's are sour and chocolate is _________.9.
Some people put _______ in tea and coffee.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 88

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

system    table    take    talked    tall    tap
   taste    tax    taxis    tea

The teacher told the students to _____ out their books.1.
The opposite of short is _________2.
We use our tongues to _______ food.3.
Blood flows around our bodies in the blood _________.4.
Many new immigrants find work driving __________ in New Zealand
cities.

5.

The teacher was angry because the student _______ to his friend
during a test.

6.

You get water from a ________.7.
GST is money we pay the government when we buy things.    It is a
_______.

8.
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Lots of people drink _____ or coffee in the morning.9.
You will find a _______ in the dining room.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 89

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

teacher    tore    telephone    television    told
   term    terrible    temperature    temples
   taught

He ________ the paper and put it in the rubbish bin.1.
What is your favourite __________ programme.2.
The measurement of heat is called ___________.3.
The weather is usually very wet in the winter _____________.4.
Her mother _______ her to turn off the computer and go to bed.5.
Chirstians go to church    but Hindus, Buddhists and Sikhs go to
__________.

6.

He didn't have any homework because his Maths ________ was not
at    school.

7.

Two people were killed in the _______ accident on the main road.8.
He ________ the class how to do a haka.9.
If you want to talk to someone in another town you must use a
___________.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 90

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

test    thank    then    there    thick    thief
   thin    things    thought    thirsty

Mrs. Matthews told the class that they would study the topic for two
weeks    and ______ do a test.

1.

He couldn't cut the piece of card because it was too ______ for the
scissors.

2.

This is a very easy _________.3.
Yoon Mi isn't fat she's __________.4.
Han left his bag over ______ by the basketball hoop but now it is
gone.

5.

They never found the ________ who took his bag.6.
It is polite to    _______    a person who gives you something.7.
Meena a drink because she was ___________.8.
Monica's bedroom was too small to fit in all of her ________.9.
Wei thought he had put his homework in his bag but he couldn't find10.
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it.

The First Thousand Words    Test 91

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

throw    tickets    untidy    tied    time    tin
   tired    today    together    tomorrow    

Yi-Jan's mother was angry because his room was very _________.1.
Ayumi wanted to know what ______ the lesson finished.2.
If you work hard you will be ________.3.
The teacher told Jun Yong not to _______ the Twink to Gary.4.
Michael and Leo walked to school    _________.5.
Another word for a can is a ________6.
_______ is Friday.7.
_________ is Saturday.8.
The cinema ________ cost $12 each.9.
He ________ his dog to the lamppost so that it wouldn't run away
while he    was in the shop.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 92

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

tonight    too    tools    tooth    top    touch
   towns    trades    trains    travel

He put the book on the ______ shelf.1.
There is nothing interesting on TV _______ so I'm going to visit my
friend.

2.

Cars, planes and _______ are types of __________.3.
Hamilton, Napier and Christchurch are _______ in New Zealand.4.
"Can I have an ice-cream _____, please?" asked the little boy.5.
He couldn't fix his car because he didn't have the right ________.6.
His _____ was hurting him so he went to see a dentist.7.
You need a car to ______ to Snells Beach.8.
The PE teacher told the students to _______ their toes.9.
Japan ______ with lots of countries.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 93

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

treat    trees    trouble    trousers    true    trust
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   truth    try    tube    turn    

Girls aren't allowed to wear ________ at some schools.1.
You should ______ younger children kindly.2.
Toothpaste is sold in a _________.3.
He never tells lies, he always tells the _________.4.
The opposite of false is _________.5.
There are more ______ in the countryside than in a town.6.
It's dark in here, please _______ on the lights.7.
If you believe someone, you ______ them.8.
You have to ______ to speak to Kiwis if you want to improve your
English.

9.

If you are rude to a teacher you will get into ________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 94

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

ugly    uncle    understand    university    up
   used    useful    usually    valley    value

His aunt and _______ came to visit him.1.
The opposite of down is ______.2.
Mrs. Matthews isn't beautiful, she' very ________.3.
Electronic dictionaries are sometimes very _________.4.
We _______ have lunch after lesson four,5.
It is easier to _________ a good teacher.6.
Warkworth is built in a _________.7.
She ______ a knife to cut the pizza.8.
The price of something is it's __________.9.
Many students go to ________ when they leave school.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 95

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

vegetables    very    village    visit    visitor
   voices    voted    Wages    waited    woke

Somebody who comes to your home to see you is a _________.1.
Potatoes, cabbage and kumara are all ___________.2.
The students ________ for the headboy and headgirl.3.
A _______ is a place where people live, it is smaller than a town.4.
Wages are money earned for work.5.
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7/10 is good     9/10 is ______ good but 10/10 is excellent.6.
Ying Heng was late for school because he _______ up late.7.
The teacher ______    for the students to get out their books so she
could    start the test.

8.

We use our _______ to speak, sing and shout.9.
Mrs. Matthews went to ______ her family in England    last
Christmas.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 96

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

walks    wall    want    war    warm    wash
   waste    watch    water    waves

The opposite of peace is ________.1.
He had to ________ the dishes after dinner.2.
He doesn't get the bus to school he ______ there.3.
We use _______ for washing and drinking.4.
You should wash clothes in ________ water.5.
If you want to know the time you must look at a clock or a
________.

6.

The big _________ crashed on the rocks at the beach.7.
Lots of students ______ to go to university.8.
He built a new ________ at the end of the garden.9.
It is a ______ of time coming to school if you don't do any class
work or    home work.

10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 97

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

way    weak    wear    weather    wedding
   week    weigh    weight    West    well

He was too ________ to lift the heavy box.1.
Two people get married at a ___________.2.
I'm on a diet because I _______ too much.3.
Students are not allowed to _______ lots of earrings to school.4.
If you are not sick you are _________.5.
Sunday is the first day of the __________.6.
Do you like the _________ in New Zealand? I don't because it rains
too much.

7.

If the box weighs 1 kg and the apples weigh 4 kg, what is the total
_________.

8.
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He got lost because he couldn't remember the _______ home.9.
China is not in the _______ it is in the East.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 98

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

wet    wheels    white    whole    wide    width
   wives    wild    won    wind

The opposite of tame is _______.1.
A bicycle has two ________.2.
In some countries men are allowed to have two or more ________
at the same time.

3.

How wide something is =    the _________.4.
The students got _____ when it rained.5.
He got a medal because he _____ the race.6.
Red, green blue and ______ are colours.7.
The Mahurangi is not a _______ river.8.
The ________ blew her umbrella away.9.
There are four quarters in a _________.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 99

Choose your answers from the words in this list:

windy    window    wing    winter    wire    wise
   wish woman    wood    work    worker

The bird couldn't fly because it had a broken ______.1.
The opposite of man is _________.2.
Some old people are wise but not Mrs.Matthews3.
_________ is one of the four seasons.4.
On a ______ day there is lots of wind.5.
Lots of Kiwi students ________ in supermarkets at the weekend and
after school.

6.

In New Zealand lots of fences are made from _______.7.
A person who does a job for money is called a _________.8.
He made a ________ when he saw the shooting star.9.
He was looking out of the ________ instead of doing his work.10.

The First Thousand Words    Test 100

Choose your answers from the words in this list:
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world    worry    worse    write    writer    wrong
   year    yellow    yet    young    yesterday

People who have problems usually ________ a lot.1.
There are twelve months in a __________.2.
He failed the test because all of his answers were _________.3.
The teacher asked the students to ______ their answers on A4 file
paper.

4.

The planet Earth is also called the _________.5.
Red, blue and ______ are colours.6.
The teacher asked the students if they had finished the test
_______.

7.

If you argue with a teacher you will make your problems
__________.

8.

My teacher is very old, she is not _________.9.
The day before today is ____________.10.
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